Terraformists
301 years after the COVID-19 pandemic.

In one of the temporal space jump. I was 2 million light years away from
hom. Completly alones, all of my crew has disapeared by a worm hole.
Where are they now…? Who knows. I was aproximating to a near space
station, when suddenly a space rift teleported me to a remote solar system.
All the system was full of trash and dirty, but my scanner detected biologic
life forms on one of that planets, a black one. I was entering in the first
atmosphere layer, a big CO2 cloud blinded me. I went on the surface of the
planet and my sonar detected high levels of plutonium and radon, and I
supposed that something extinguished the live of this far solar system, what
could happened? I saw a dirty and polute vault, that could be a bunker. So,
I decided to enter in the vault, and see what could be inside there. The clime
on that type of bunker, surprisingly was normaly and not poluted, but the
place was grimy. Maybe someone lives here? I don’t know it until the place
gave me enough clues, a type of cloth and black coal in embers. How the
live could be whit company? I was alone all this time traveling in the
cosmos, I didn’t belive what was happening. There was life in this planet
after the catastrophes happened, I saw a bagde that said “Paris” or that said
my spacial decryptor.
“What is Paris?”, I asked myself.
I was going to continue my way until I came across a humanoid form, who
spoke me in a stranger language, I said him that I come in peace, but he
ignored me and he was poiting me whit his gun, the humanoid continued
talking me in his language until he shooted me and the projectile bounced
off my suit like rubber. I tried to spoke him in his language, but I
rembember that I don’t leaned it in the space school. That continued until
a few minutes later, when I decided to gave him clean food, I had a lot,
and i can generate it whit the biomass reactor, the “human” grabbed the
food quickly and he ate it very faster, he was hungry. I decided to help him
even more. He couldn’t stay like this, whit this high levels of radiation and
polution. I gave him a portable dome, I teach him how to use it, also I
gived him my biomass reactor, I didn’t need it because my race can

endure years whithout eating. I think i helped him a lot so i ran directly to
my spaceship, I said “goodbye” to him, and he said me: “Thanks, Thanks!”,
i didn’t know what that means. I get inside the spaceship, I turn on the
motors, I looked at the stars and I return to travel the cosmos.

THE END.
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